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Spoken Language
Spoken Announcements Study

Are You Listening Carefully?
Announcements are important - but what
we can learn about them? 
Student Introduction

 � Can you recognise the purpose of spoken 
announcements?

 � Can you work out why they are structured in a 
certain way?  
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Whilst you are on board the Red Funnel ferry, you are going to listen 
carefully to any announcements which are delivered over the public 
address system.  

You will need to think about the purpose of the announcements and 
then record any key terminology which is specific to maritime travel.

TASK
1

Use the table on page 2 to record your information. 

 » Note down the following:

1. Announcement Purpose

2. Intended audience 

3. Key words / maritime terminology / 1st , 2nd or 3rd 
person

4. The stage of the journey when you heard the 
announcement

5. Anything else of interest.

 » You will get a transcript back at school, so don’t worry about writing the whole 
announcement down!
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Announcement Purpose Audience Key Words/ Verbs/1st,2nd,3rd person etc. Timing of Announcement
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You are going to carry out a study of a spoken announcement from your journey and 
generate a ‘features of spoken announcements’ check-list. 

You will need to consider:

Back at school!TASK
2

The fun part!

 ü Your task will be to re-write 
this announcement, using 
non-standard English and an 
informal tone.  

 ü The re-writes which use dialect and informal 
terms are bound to be the most amusing! You 
could write it in the style of a pirate, for example!

 ü Compare your version with the original.  

 ü How might the passengers respond if they heard 
your announcement (instead of the formal one) 
over the public address system?  

TASK
3
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Raptor Class Ferry - Passenger Safety Announcement 


